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TABLE OF SYMBOLS
Let S be a commutative ring with identity, r and 
G subgroups of the ring automorphisms of S with r 
finite, F and T fields, and V a variety over an al­
gebraically closed field k. The following is a list of 
symbols used in the text.
C(r,S) = Ring of functions from T to S.
Spec(S) = Prime ideals of S.
Max(S) = Maximal ideals of S.





R = Real numbers,
(E = Complex numbers.
Q = Rational numbers.
dinVpF = dimension of F over T .
k[V] = coordinate ring of V.
SEPARABLE CRITERIA FOR G-DIAGRAMS 
OVER COMMUTATIVE RINGS
INTRODUCTION
Throughout S and R are commutative rings with 
identity.
Let k be an algebraically closed field, V and W
affine algebraic sets, G an affine group acting on V
and W, and V and W strict quotients of V and Wo o
respectively. If there exists a surjective G-morphism 
from V to W, then we have
V -----> W1 I
 > '*o
with all maps surjective G-morphisms. This induces a dia­
gram of inclusions on their coordinate rings:
k[V]
k^[V] = k[V^] k[W]
>  /k^[W] = k[W^]
The above motivates:
Definition 0.1: Let G be a subgroup of the ring auto­
morphisms of S such that G restricted to R pointwise 
is contained in the ring automorphisms of R. Thus we have 
the following diagram of inclusions:
/ \
R\ y
Such a diagram is called a G-diagram of S over R. And 
in the case that S = R-S^, we say that S is invariantly 
generated over R.
Recall that S is a separable R-algebra if S is
a projective S0j^S-module [DI, P. 40]. S is a strongly 
separable R-algebra if S is a separable R-algebra and
a finitely generated and projective R-module. Note that
if S is a separable R-algebra and a projective R-module,
then S is a finite R-module [VZ’, 1.1]. If F is a
finite group of automorphisms of S, we say S is a
Galois extension of R with group F if the Chase-Harrison- 
Rosenberg definition of a Galois extension is satisfied [CHR] 
and LDI, P.84]. This paper is concerned with answering
the following question: Suppose that we have a G-diagram
of S over R and S is a strongly separable (Galois)
pextension of R. Is S a strongly separable (Galois)
Q
extension of R ? And we are concerned in the Galois part 
of the question only in Galois extensions S of R with 
group r in which T acts also as a group of automorphisms 
of S^. So if (S^)^ is written, we assume that F is
Q
also a group of automorphism of S . We begin in the first 
chapter by finding necessary conditions to the question:
pR-S must satisfy the condition with respect to R. Next,
we ask the question for R a finite product of fields.
Except, here, we change the strongly separable question to
a weakly Galois question. Recall that if F is a finite
group of automorphisms of S, then S is a weakly Galois
rextension of R with group F if S = R and S is a
strongly separable R-algebra [VZ'', 3.6]. By recent work
rof Kreimer [K] we can change the definition to S = R 
and S is a separable R-algebra. We will find that the 
weakly Galois question is always true if R is a finite 
product of fields, but the Galois question is not always 
true.
To set the second chapter we need a few definitions. 
Let M be a finite dimensional k-module and G an af­
fine group. Then M is a rational G-module if there 
exists a representation p:G ->■ GL(M) which is a k-homo- 
morphism [F, 2.23, P.64]. If M is infinite dimensional, 
then M is a rational G-module if M is the union of 
finite dimensional rational G-submodules. Note that a
G-submodule of a rational G-module is rational. G is 
linearly reductive if every rational G-module is completely 
reducible, i.e., if M is a rational G-module and N a 
G-submodule, then there exists a G-submodule N' of M
with M = N©N' [F, 4.6, P.116]. In this chapter we ask the
question relative to the following setting: We have a
G-diagram of S over R with S and R finitely
generated k-algebras and G is linearly reductive acting
rationally on S. We find that S can be a Galois extension
of R and a finite R^-module, yet is not even
a separable R^-algebra. But we do find necessary and suf­
ficient conditions for to be a separable (Galois)
R -algebra.
SEPARABLE CRITERIA FOR G-DIAGRAMS 
OVER COMMUTATIVE RINGS
CHAPTER I 
GENERALITIES AND FIELD CASE
Unless explicitly noted to the contrary, all rings 
and algebras are assumed commutative with identity. All 
unadorned tensors will be clear from the context.
In this chapter the following are discussed: general­
ities needed in studying the problem, observations in the 
non-algebraic-geometric context, and the question with 
suitable restriction on R.
Q
We begin by finding necessary conditions for S 
to be a separable R^-algebra and for S^ to be a Galois 
extension of R^. But first we recall the definition of a 
ring S being a Galois extension of R with finite group F 
of R algebra automorphisms. Let
£: S@gS ^ C(F,S)
be defined by Jc( Zs0t ) ( y ) = Isy(t) for s and t in S and 
Y in F. Then S is a Galois extension of R with group 
F if = R and I: 80S -> C(F,S) is an isomorphism [DI, P. 84]
5
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But we can be less restrictive:
(1.1) S is a Galois extension of R with group r, if 
= R and i: S0S C(r,S) is surjective.
Proof : We show that (1.1) is equivalent to the following:
i. sf = R
(*) ii. There exists x^,...,x^,y^,...,y^
in S such that Zx^y(y^) =
((*) is one of the equivalent definitions for S to be a 
Galois extension of R with group F [DI, p.84].) Since 
(*) is an equivalent definition of S being a Galois exten­
sion of R with group F , (*) implies that I: S0S ^ C(F,S) 
is an isomorphism, and hence, (*) implies (1.1). So we 
snow that (1.1) implies (*). Let h be in C(F,S)
where h(y) = 5 . Since Z: 80S -+ C(F,S) is surjective,Y ) -L
there are x̂ ,̂ .. . , x^,y^ , . . , , y^ in S with h = £(Zx^0y^). 
Hence,
S , 1  ' h(Y)
= (/(E x.0y . )(y ) 
i=l
= Z x.y(y.) 
i=l
and (1.1) is true.
Note that if (1.1) holds, then £: 80S C(F,S) is
automatically injective and hence, an isomorphism. For (1.1) 
is an equivalent definition for S to be a Galois extension
of R with group P.
Theorem 1.2: Suppose we have a G-diagram of S over R
with S a strongly separable R-algebra. Then
(a) If S is a separable R -algebra, then S is
Q
a projective R*S -module.
(b) Assume, in addition, that there is a finite group
rF contained in the ring automorphisms of S with 8 = R
and = R^. If is a Galois extension of R^ with
group r|S^, then R*S^ is a Galois extension of R with 
group r|R-S^.
Proof : (a) Since S is a separable R -algebra,
R0 ^8^ is a separable R^0 pR = R algebra [DI, 1.7, p.44J.
R^ R^
Now
p: R0 pS^ -»■ R-S^,
R^
where p(Zr\0s^) = Zr\s^ for r^ in R and s^ in 8^,
is a surjective ring homomorphism. Hence R-8^ is also a 
separable R-algebra, But R-S^ is a separable subextension 
of the strongly separable extension 8 of R. Thus 8 is 
a projective R-8^ module [DI, 2.3, p.48],
Q
(b) Assume that 8 is a Galois extension of
R^ with group r|8^. Since F [8^ is contained in the
G Gautomorphisms of 8 , F|R'8 is contained in the automor­
phisms of R'8^. And
8
So by (1.1) we need only show that
S L : (R-S^)0j^(R-S^) C( F ] R-S^, R •
is surjective. Since S^ is a Galois extension of R^
with group r|S , R0 pS is a Galois extension of
B T
R = R0 pR with group F [R0 pS where y(r0s) = r0y(s)
R R
[DI, 1.3, p.85]. Hence,
Z' : (R0 pSG)@ (R@ sG) C(FlR8 pS^, R0 S^),






with r^,r2 in R and s^,S2 in S , is an isomorphism.
G GNote again that y: R0 -»■ R-S is a surjective ring
R
homomorphism. Thus we have the following diagram:
R-sGQ^R.gG
M0y
 ---- ». C(F iR-sG.R.gG)
(R0 pSG)0 (R0 gG) — £  > C(F|R0 pSG,R0 gG)
R R R R
9
where 6(f)(y) = M(f(ï)) for f in C(r|R0 pS^,R0 pS^).
R
The diagram commutes:






with ^ i > ^ 2  R and s^,S2 in S . Since y0y, &',
and 6 are surjective, I: R-S^0R*S^ C(r|R'S^,R-8^) is
surjective. So by (1.1) R-S^ is a Galois extension of 
R with group r|R-S^.
Theorem 1.2 implies that R-S plays an important
G Grole in S being a separable or Galois extension of R .
We shall see that this is the case later in this chapter and
in the next chapter.
Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S over R and
that S is Galois extension of R with group r such
that = R^. In studying to see if S^ is a Galois
Q
extension of R , the following commutative diagram
arises :
S0ĵ S -----  > C(r,S)
a






i ' (a0b)(y) = aY(b), 
a(a0 _b) = a0_b,rO R
j is the inclusion,
for s ,t in S and a,b in S . Since S is a Galois
extension of R & : 808 ^ C(r,8) is an isomorphism. Hence,
in the case that 8 is a Galois extension of R with
group rjS^, then & ' : 8^08^ -> C(r|8^,8^) is an iso­
morphism, thus, a: 8^08^ -> 808 is an injection; and a
Q
necessary condition for 8 to be a Galois extension of 
R^ is the injectivity of a.
We now show that if 8 is a strongly separable
extension of R, then the nilradical of R lifts to the
nilradical of 8. We will need this in the next chapter.





(nilrad(R))8 = ( Hp)s c n  (pS).
p in 8pec(R)
8o we show the opposite inclusion. 8uppose that 8 is a
11
free R-module. Then S = Rb,® ... ©Rb . If x is in1 n
n(pS), then X = Zrvb^ with in p for all p in
Spec(R). Hence, r^ is in np, and thus, x is in
(np)S = (nilrad(R) )S.
If S is a projective R-module, it is the direct 
summand of a free. So apply the free case.
Lemma 1.4: Let S be a strongly separable R-algebra.
If R is a domain, then
nilrad(S) = 0.
Proof : We have the inclusion
R ^  K
where K is the quotient field of R. Since 8 is a pro­
jective R-module, S is flat. So
S = S0ĵ R SG^K
is an inclusion. But SG^K is a strongly separable exten­
sion of K since S is a strongly separable R-algebra.
Thus S0 K is reduced, i.e., nilrad(S) = 0 [DI, 2.4, p.49] 
K
Theorem 1.5: Let S be a strongly separable R-algebra.
Then
nilrad(S) = (nilrad(R))S.
In particular, nilrad(S) = 0 if and only if nilrad(R) = 0 
Proof : We always have nilrad(R)Sc nilrad(S). So we show
the opposite inclusion.
Since S is a strongly separable R-algebra, S/pS
12
is a strongly separable R/p-algebra for each p in
Spec(R) [DI, 1.7, p.44]. By (1.4) nilrad(S/pS) = 0
for all p in Spec(R). Thus by the Correspondence Theorem
nq = pS . 
p in Spec(R)
pS Ç  q
Hence,
nilrad(S)cDq =n(pS) = (nilrad(R))S 
pS C q
by (1.3).
Next we give sufficient criteria for to be a
Q
Galois extension of R . But first two lemmas;
Lemma 1.6: Let M be an R-module and T an R-algebra
with R*^ T a split monomorphism. If MG^T = 0, then 
M = 0.
Proof : Since R T splits,
M = M8%R ^ M8%T 
is a monomorphism. Thus if M0T = 0, then M = 0.
Lemma 1.7: Let A and B be R-modules and T an
R-algebra with R ^  T a split monomorphism. Let h:A B 
be an R-morphism. If h81: A0T -> B0T is surjective, then 





A0T B0T  > B/Imh0T — 0
is exact. But if h01 is surjective, then B/Imh0T = 0.
By the previous lemma B/Imh = 0; whence, h is surjective. 
Assume that h01: A0T — > B0T is injective. Then
h01(ker(h)0T = h(ker(h))0T 
= O0T 
= 0 .
Thus ker(h)0T = 0 since h01 is injective. And by (1.6) 
ker(h) = 0.
Theorem 1.8: Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S
over R and 3 is Galois extension of R with group F 
such that (S^)^ = R^. Assume that R ^ ^  R is a split
Q
monomorphism. If p : R0 q S S, where y(r0s) = rs,
R
G Gis an isomorphism, then S is a Galois extension of R
with group r|S^\
Proof : Suppose that p : R0S ->■ S is an isomorphism. Since
(S^)^ = R^ is given, we need only show that 
H' : S^0^q S^ C(F|S^,8^), where &'(s0t)(y) = sy(t) for
s^t in S^, is an isomorphism. We have the following com­
mutative diagram, where S, : 30^,8 ^ C(r,S) is as in (1.1),
a(s0t0r) = (s0r)0(t01) with s,t in S^ and r in R,
(3(f))(y) = p(f(y)) for f in C(F, 8^0 _R), and
R^
14
ô(f0r)(Y) = f(Y)®r for r in R and f in C(r|S^,S^)
SÔĵ S -----   > C(r,S)
i yôM je
(8^8 ^R)@_(8G@ _R) C(r,S^0 pR)
. R R^1 “  î 6
sG@ gGg gR vm  , C(r|s°,s°)8 gR 
R °  R °  ^
The diagram does indeed commute ;






for s,t in S^,r in R^, and y in r. Clearly,
Q
y0y,a, and g are R -isomorphisms. Since S is a
Galois extension of R with group F, i is an isomorphism.
Q
And on page 20 of [M], we see that S is an R -isomor­
phism. Hence, with the diagram commutative and all the maps
isomorphisms, we have that £'01 is an isomorphism. By 
(1.7) £' is an isomorphism.
(1.9) together with the proof of (1.2) says that if 
R̂ *=-̂  is a split monomorphism (a necessary condition),
then is a Galois extension of R^ with group F 18^
15
Q
if and only if R0 pS is a Galois extension of R with
R^
group r .
Remark 1.10: Suppose that S d  T D R where S and T
are Galois extensions of R with the same group F, i.e.,
Yf IT f Y2 |T for any Y^,Ï2 iri f . Then S = T.
Proof : If R is an algebraically closed field, then since
the dim-(S) and dim_(T) is the order of F , S = x R = t R R i=i
where n is the order of F [DI, 1.3(4),P.85]. Now suppose
R is a field and F is the algebraic closure of R.
Then TG^F and SG^T are both Galois extensions of
F = R0^F with group F [DI, 1.3(3), P.85]. And hence,
T0^F = S0j^F. But then dim^T = dimp(T0^F) = dimp(S0^F) =
dim^S, and T = S. In general, we get S a strongly
separable T-algebra [DI, 2.4, P.94], and S = T©M where
M is a finite T-module [DI, 4.2, P.56]. But S/mS = T/mS
for all m in Max(R) by the above. Thus M/mM = 0 for
all m in Max(R). In particular, M = Ü and Ï = S.
Corollary 1.11: Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S
over R with S Galois extension of R with group F 
where (S^)^ = R^. If F|S^ = F , and S^ is a Galois 
extension of R^ with group F , then 8 is invariantly 
generated over R, i.e., S = R*S^.
Q
Proof : By (1.2) we have that R-S is a Galois extension
of R with group FlR-S^.
16
Since r|g^ = F, F|r *S^ = F. Hence, we have R-S^ con­
tained in S and both Galois extensions of R with the 
same group. Therefore, S = R-S by the previous remark.
The next two theorems treat the problem when G is 
a finite group.
Theorem 1.12: Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S
over R where S is a strongly separable R-algebra. If 
G is finite and R = R , then S is a strongly separable 
R = R^-algebra.
Proof : Since S is a separable R-algebra and
R = R^ c S^ C S, S is a separable extension of S^.
Hence, with G finite S is a strongly separable S -alge-
G Gbra [K]. Thus 8 is a strongly separable R -algebra
[DI, 2.4, P.94].
Corollary 1.13: Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S
over R where S is strongly separable R-algebra. If S
G Ghas no idempotents but 0,1 and R = R , then S is a
strongly separable R^-algebra.
Proof: Since S is a finite R-module and a separable
R-algebra, S is a finite 8 -module and separable S -al­
gebra (R = R^ c c S), Thus with S having no non­
trivial idempotents, G is finite [N, Theorem 1]. Now
apply (1.12).
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For the remainder of this chapter we will treat the 
problem when R is a finite product of fields. In this
case we replace the strongly separable question with a
weakly Galois question: If S is a weakly Galois extension
of R with finite group V and (S^)^ = R^, is 
a weakly Galois extension of R with group r|S ? We
find via the next two lemmas that this is the case.
Lemma 1.14: Let S be a finite product of fields and G
Q
contained in the ring automorphisms of S. Then S is a 
finite product of fields.
Proof: Now S = Se,x ... xSe where the e. are minimal  I n  1
idempotents and the Se^ are fields. Let
S^ = S^f^x . . . x:Ŝ fĵ  be a decomposition of 8^ with the
r>
f^ minimal idempotents of S . Let f = f^ for any
i = 1,..., k and consider Sf. Now Sf = Se. x ... xSe.
^1
where the e. are among e,,..., e and f = e. + ...+ e. .j i n
Let s be in S^ with sf f 0. Then
sf = se. + ...+ se. . Note that for j = 1, ..., m,
^1 ^m
se^ f 0. For suppose for some j's that se^ = 0.
J J
Then sf = se, + ... + se, where e are in 
^1 t -̂ i
{e. , ..., e. I se. ^ 0}, and this is unique representation
^1 ^m
by direct sum. But Z e, 11=1 jL
18
 ̂ 'S not in or else f
Q
would not be a minimal idempotent of S . Also, for all o
in G, o(e, ) is in {e. , e. }:
^i ^1 ^m
e. + ... + e. = f = a(f) = a(e. ) + ...+ o(e. ) and o(e. ) 
^1 "-m ^1 "-j
minimal idempotents imply by uniqueness of direct sum that
a(e. ) is among e. , ..., e. . Thus, for a in G with
sf = a(sf) = o(sE^ e ) = sE^ (e, )1=1 -LjL i=l J-jL
is a second unique representation of sf which is a contra­
diction .
Since se. f 0 for j = l,...,m, there is for each
j an s. in S with se. s.e. = e. in the field Se. .
"j J "j
So if t = s^e. + ... + s e. , then sft = f . Note that 
^1 ^m
tf = t since t is in Sf, and hence, st = stf = f. Let
Q
0 be in G. We snow that t is in S . Then
so(t) = o(st) = a(f) = f = St. Thus we get the following:
so(t) = St 
tsa(t) = tst 
fa(t) = ft 
a(ft)= t 
o(t) = t .
19
pThis is true for all o in G, whence t is in S . And 
t = tf is an element of S^f such that t(sf) = f, the 
identity in S^f, i.e., S*̂ f is a field.
Lemma 1.15: Let S = Se^x ... xSe^ be a finite product of
fielas and r a group of automorphisms of S which is
rfinite. Then S is a strongly separable S -algebra.
Proof : (The first paragraph comes from [I, 2.15].)
Let He. = {a in r|a(e.) = e.}. Note that He. is 1 ' 1 1  1
ra finite group of S e^ automorphisms of Se^. Also,
r = o^He^U ... Ua^He^ (disjoint union with equal to
the identity). Thus if i ^ 1, a^(e^)e^ = 0. Let se
be in (se^) i. Then
i o (se.)e. = z" o.(s)o.(e )e = sej=l J 1 1 j=i J J 1 1 1
But z" a. (se.) is in ; for a. = a o, wherej = l  ̂ j K K
0^ is in He^ implies that Oj(se^) = o^ô^(se^) = o^Xse^)
since se^ is in (Se^)^^i. Thus se^ is in S^e^, and
hence, (Se^)^^i = S^e^.
He rSince Se^ is a field and (Se^) i = S e^, Se^ 
is a Galois extension of S^e^ with group He^, and hence
rSe^ is a separable S e^-algebra. From the proof of
(1.14), = S^f^x ... xS^f^ where the f^ are minimal
idempotents of and f . = e. + ... + e . with the e.
 ̂ ^1 j
20
among for t = 1, n. Note that for all j ,
f.e. = e . . Thus S^F. = S^f.e. = S^e. for all j .
j  ̂ ^
rHence, Se. is a separable S f.-algebra for all j; 
j ^
rwhence Se. x ... xSe. is a separable S f.-algebra
since it is a finite product of separable field extensions
of S^f. [DI, 2.4, P.49]. Thus 8 = (ge. x ... xSe. ) is
 ̂ i=l ^1
r r ra separable S = S f^x ... xg f^-algebra since we have a
ring direct sum and Se. x ... xge. is a separable
^k
S^f^-algebra for each i = 1, ..., t [DI, 1.13, P. 47].
rSince F is finite and S is a separable S -algebra, S
ris a strongly separable S -algebra [K].
Theorem 1.16: Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S
over R and S is a weakly Galois extension of R with
group F such that (S^)^ = R^. If R is a finite pro­
duct of fields, then S is a weakly Galois extension of 
R^ with group rjS^.
Proof : Since S is a strongly separable R-algebra,
JRad(S) = JRad(R)S [I, 1.1]. Hence, JRad(S) = 0 since
JRad(R) = nilrad(R) =0. Also, S is finitely generated
as a module over the artinian ring R, and hence, S is 
artinian. Since also JRad(S) = 0 ,  S is a finite product 
of fields. By (1.14) S^ is a finite product of fields. 
Since (S*^)^ = R^ and F is finite, we apply (1.15) to
21
get that is a strongly separable R^-algebra.
Corollary 1.17: Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S
over R and S is a weakly Galois extension of R with
group r such that gy = Tg for all y in f and g in
G, If R is a finite product of fields, then 8^ is a
weakly Galois extension of R with group r|S .
Proof : If r|S is contained in the automorphisms of S
G r Gand (S ) = R , then the corrollary will follow from the
previous theorem.
a. ( ) I : Aut p(S^) by (y) | = y|S^ is well-defined;
R
i. Let s be in S and y in T. Then for each
g in G, g(s) = s implies that g(y(s)) = y(g(s)) = y(s).
Q
Hence, y(s) is in S .
ii. Let s be in and y in r. There is an s'
in S with y(s') = s. For each g in G, 
yg(s') = gy(s') = g(s) = s. But y(s') = s = y(g(s')) 
implies that s' = g(s'). Thus s' is in
iii. Let y be in F and r in R . Then r is in
R = 8^; whence, y(r) = r . Let s be in 8^ with
y(s) = s for y in F . Then s is in 8 n  = R H  8^ = R^.
b. (8^)^ = R^:
Q
i. Let r be in R , i.e., g(r) = r for all g 
in G. Then yg(r) = y(r) = r for all y in F and 
g in G. Thus r is in (8^)^.
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ii. Let s be in Then y g ( s )  = s for all
Q
Y in r and g in G. Now S a subset of S implies 
that (S^)^ c = R, i.e., s is in R. But s is also
in S^. So s is in R D = R^.
Note that (1.17) shows that if we have a G-diagram
of S over R and a group F entirely unrelated to G,
G Gthen r18 is contained in the automorphisms of S and
(8^)^ = R^.
Corollary 1.18: Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S
over R with 8 a weakly Galois extension of R with 
group r and (8^)^ R^. If R is reduced, 8^ is a 
finite R^-module, and R^ is artinian, then 8^ is a 
weakly Galois extension of R with group F |8 .
Proof : By (1.5) 8 is reduced, and hence 8^ has no
Q
non-zero nilpotents. Since S is finitely generated as a
module over the artinian ring R , 8 is a finite product
G Gof fields. By (1.15) 8 is a strongly separable R -al­
gebra.
Now (1.15) shows that if 8 is a finite product of
fields and F is a finite group of automorphisms of 8,
rthen 8 is a strongly separable 8 -algebra. Without any­
more hypothesis this is the most we can say, i.e., 8
rdoes not have to be a Galois extension of 8 with group F 
8o Artin's Theorem [L, 2, P.194], which says that if 8
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is a field and F a finite group of ring automorphisms of
rS, then S is a Galois extension of S , does not ex­
tend to the case in which S is a finite product of fields
as the following example shows:
(1.19) Let S = QxQxQ and F = where is
the identity and Ogt&'b.c) = (b,a,c). Let M = QxQx{Q}, 
a maximal ideal of S. Then
Og(a,b,c) - (a,b,c) = (b,a,c) - (a,b,c)
= (b - a, a - b, 0)
which is in M. Thus there does not exist any s in S
with OgCs) - s not in ■ M. Hence is not a Galois
extension of [DI, 1.2(5), P.81].
We now study the question of being a Galois ex-
Q
tension of R . We find necessary and sufficient conditions 
for S to be a Galois extension of R when R is a
finite product of fields and then give two examples that
show that S being a Galois extension of R has no bear­
ing on the question. But first a technical lemma.
Lemma 1.20: Let S = Se^x ... x8e^ be a finite product of
fields and G be a finite group of automorphisms of S.
Then S is a Galois extension of if and only if for
each o f identity in G, ajSe^: Se^ S is not the
identity for any i.
Proof : Suppose that for all o f identity in G
ajSe^: Se^ -+ 8 is not the identity. Note that if M is
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a maximal ideal in S, then M = Se . x ... xSe. ,
^1 Jn-1
i.e., M is a subproduct of n-1 factors of S. This
follows since M = MSe^x ... xMSe and if M = Se. % ...xSe.-L n Jl Jk
with k < n-1, then M is not maximal. For convenience
assume that M = Se^x ... xSe^_^. Let a f identity be in G.
Case 1: Suppose that o(e^) = e^. Let s be in S with
a(se^) f se^. Then o(se^) - se^ f 0; whence,
a(se ) - se is not in M.' n̂  ̂ n
Case 2: Suppose that o(e^) f e^. Then o (e^) - e^ ^ 0;
and hence, o(e^) - e^ is not in M.
Conversely, suppose that S is a Galois extension of
S with group G. Also, assume that there is a o f  identity
in G with o|Se^ = identity on Se^ for some i.
Let M = Se.x ... xSe. ^xge. _x ... xSe , a maximal idealJ- 1— 1 1+1 n
of S. Let s be in S. Then s = se. + ... + se and1 n
a(s) - s = I o(se.) + se. - Ese. = I (a(s) - s)e.
jfi J  ̂ ^ jfi J
since a permutes the e^. Thus o(s) - s is in M for 
all s in S. Hence, S is not a Galois extension of
S^, a contradiction.
Theorem 1.21: Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S
over R and a finite group r contained in the automorphisms
of S such that S^ = R and (S^)^ = R^. Also, assume
pthat R is a finite product of fields. Then S is a
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Galois extension of R with group r|S if and only if
G CR-S is a Galois extension of R with group rjR-S .
Proof : By (1.15) S is a weakly Galois extension of R
with group r. And then by (1.15) S is a weakly Galois
extension of R^ with group r|S^. Applying (1.2) we
find that R-S^ is a strongly separable R-algebra, and
since R c (R'8^)^ C = R, (R-S^)^ = R. We noted in
the proof of (1,16) that a strongly separable extension of
a finite product of fields is a finite product of fields.
Hence, R-S^ is a finite product of fields.
Since R*S^ and are finite products of fields,
R'S^ = R-S^e^x ... xR-S^e^ and = S^f^x ... xg^f^
G Gfor e^ and f^ minimal idempotents in R ’S and S
Q
respectively. Suppose that R'S is a Galois extension of
R with group r|R'S^. For to be a Galois extension of
C GR , we need that if y |8 is not the identity, then
Y|8*^fj f identity for all i. Let f = f^ for any
1 = 1 ,  ..., t. Now f = e. + ... + e. for e. among
^1 ^k
e^, ..., e^. Assume that y|8^f = identity. Then y(f) = f ,
and hence, y permutes the e . . Suppose that for some
j
e = e. , y(se) = se for all s in 8 . Note that 
j
y(e) = e. So y(Er^s^e) = Ervs^e for r^ in R and s^ 
in 8 . Since R ’S^ is a Galois extension of R, 
y IR-S e = identity if and only if y = identity. Hence, in
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this case there is a s in S with y(s)e = Y(se) f se.
Thus Y(sf) = Y(se. ) + . . . +  Y(se. ) f se + ... + se. = sf,
p
and S f cannot be the identity. Now assume that y does
not fix any of the e. for j = 1, ..., k and that for
j
e = e. , Y(e) = e ' where e ' = e. for some j ^ 1. If 
"•J
Y(se) = se' for every s in S , then y ( ( >'r^s^ )e) =
Zr.s^e' for r in R and s in 8^. This means that
Y(te) = te' for every t in R'S . In particular,
e ' = Y(e) = Y(ee) = ee' = 0,
which is absurd. So tnere is a s in S^ with 
Y(s)e' = Y(se) f se', and Y 18 f cannot be tne identity. 
Therefore, in all cases if y 1 is not the identity, then 
Y IS^f is not the identity, and S^ is a Galois extension
of R with group y |S . The converse follows from (1.2).
Q
The following example shows that 8 may be a Galois
extension of R with group rjS even if 8 is not a 
Galois extension of R with group r.
(1.22) Let
8 = (Cx(DxC,
R = {(c,c,a)|c,a e Œ} = €%€, 





G = { a ^ , a ^ }  where = identity 
OgCa.b.c) = (a,c,b).
Then = {(a,c,c)|a,ceC} = €%€, = {(c,c,c)[ceC} = €,
and (S^)^ = {( c, c , c) I ce(C} = where we let 1’ act
Q
on S by Y2 (&'C,c) = (c,a,a). Note that r is a group
G Gof automorphisms of S . By (1.20) S is a Galois ex­
tension of R with group r|8 and S is not a Galois 
extension of R with group F.
The next example shows that 8^ may not be a Galois 
extension of R with group F |8 even if 8 is a Galois





R = {(c,c,r)|ce(E, re R} = CxR,
r = where y  ̂ = identity and
YgCa.b.c) = (b,a,c),
G = {o^, ..., Og} where = identity,
02(a,b,c) = (a,b,c), 0 3 (a,b,c) = ( a,b,c) ,
o^(a,b,c) = (a,b,c), 0 3 (a,b,c) = (a,b,c),
Og(a,b,c) = (a,b,c), Oy(a,b,c) = (a,b,c),
Og(a,b,c) = (a,b,c)
the complex conjugate of a. Then
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= RxRxR, = {(c,c,r)1ccŒ, reR} ^  R%R, and
(S^)^ = {( c, c , r ) I ce(E, reR} = R^ = R%R. Note that T
is a group of automorphisms of ana that yg restricted
to any of the factors of (DxŒxŒ is not the identity. Thus
by (1.20) S is a Galois extension of R with group r.
But y2 |{0 }x{0 }xR is the identity. So by (1.20) S is
not a Galois extension of R with group FlS .
We end this chapter with two cases in which we get 
S a strongly separable R -algebra without having to em­
ploy a finite group r of automorphisms of with
(S^)^ = R^.
Theorem 1.24: Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S
over R where S is a strongly separable R-algebra and
R is a finite product of fields. If G is finite, then
G Gs is a strongly separable R -algebra.
Proof : Since G is finite, we apply (1.15) to find
Q
that R is a strongly separable R -algebra. Hence. S
is a strongly separable R^-algebra [DI, 1.12, P.46].
p r* GSince R C S c S and 8 is a separable R -algebra, S
r>
is a separable S -algebra [DI, 1.2, P.46]. Since G
Q
is finite and S is separable S -algebra, S is a projec­
tive S*^-module [K]. Hence, S^ is a strongly separable 
R^-algebra [DI, 2.4, P.94].
Theorem 1.25: Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S over
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R where S is a strongly separable extension of R and 
R is a field. If is algebraically closed, then
is a strongly separable R^-algebra.
Proof : Since S is a finitely generated vector space over
R, R'S^ is a finite dimensional R-vector space. We
Q
may assume that a basis for R-S over R consists of 
elements from S^, say, {x^, ..., x^}. We show that
{x^ x^} generates S^ as an R^-rnodule. To do this
let a be in G and suppose that
Then,
Eo(r^)x^ = a(Zr^x^) = Zr^x^.
Z(o(rv) - r%)x_ = 0 .
Hence, o(r%) - r^ = 0 for each i = 1, ..., n since
Q
{x^, ..., x^} forms an R-basis. So if Zr^x_ is in S , 
then the r^ are in R . Thus 8 is a finitely generated 
R^-vector space. Since S is strongly separable over the 
field R, 8 is a finite product of fields. By (1.14)
S is a finite product of fields. But since S is a
finite R^-module where R^ is algebraically closed,




Throughout this chapter G is a linear reductive 
algebraic group over k, where k is an algebraically 
closed field.
Our setting is the following; we have a G-diagram 
of 8 over R where S and R are finitely generated 
k-algebras witn G acting rationally on S and hence also 
on R. This will be called the Reductive Case. We find
that if 8 is a strongly separable R-algebra, then
is a strongly separable R -algebra if and only if S is
Q
a projective R ‘S -module. If S is a Galois extension of 
R with group f, we see that is a Galois extension
of R if and only if R'S is a Galois extension of R.
We then end the chapter with an example in which S is a
Galois extension of R, yet is not a separable
Q
R -algebra.
We now list some definitions and results from Fogarty's 
Invariant Theory [F].
(2.1) If M is a rational G-module, then
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= {m in M|a(m) = m for all a in G} is called the 
G-invariant submodule of M.
(2.2) A rational G-module M is called G-ergodic if 
: (0).
(2.3) Any rational G-module M contains a unique maximal 
G-ergodic submodule Mg. Moreover, M = M^©Mg and Mg 
is the unique G-complement of M^ in M.
Proof: [F, 5.2, P.155].
(2.4) Let M be a rational G-module. By (2.3) there
is a projection from M = M ®Mg to M whose kernel is 
Mg. This projection is denoted P^ and is called the 
Reynold's operator of M.
(2.5) Let R be a finitely generated k-algebra with G
Q
acting rationally on R. Then R is a finitely generated 
k-algebra.
Proof: [F, 5.9, P.160].
Definition 2.6: Let M be a rational G-module and an
R^-module. Call M a compatible G and R^-module if 
g(rm) = g(r)g(m) for g in G, r in R, and m in M.
The next two lemmas show that if M is a compatible
G and R -module, then M and Mg are not only
G-modules but also R^-modules. And in the setting of
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this cnapter, we will deal with compatible G and 
R -modules. The first lemma is an extension of Lemma 5.4 
of Fogarty's [F, 5.4, P.156].
Lemma 2.7: Let G be linearly reductive and M a com­
patible G and R^-module. If r is in R^ and m in
M, then
Pĵ j(rm) = rPĵ j(m)
where P^ is the Reynold's operator of M. In particular, 
P., is an R^-module morphism.
Proof : Now
- Pw(m))) = P%(rm) - Pĵ ( rPĵ j(m) )
= Pjj(rm) - rPj^(m),
since by the compatibility of the G and R^-module struc­
ture of M if r is in R*̂ , then rP^^m) is in M^.
Thus we reduce to showing that P^(r(m - P^(m))) = 0.
Note that m - P^^m) is in . So we show that 
if n is in M^, then Pj^(rn) = 0. Now = U where
the N^ are simple G-ergodic submodules of M, i.e., if 
n is in M^, then n = Zn^ with n^ in N ^ . Thus
PM(rn) = = EPM(f"i)-
Hence, we may assume that n is N where N is a simple
G-ergodic module. Define
6; N ->■ rN by 0(x) = rx.
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Clearly, 9 is an R^-morphism; and since
6(g(x)) = rg(x) = g(r)g(x) = g(rx) = g0(x) 
for all g in G, 9 is also a G-morphism. Thus rN 
is a G-module. But since N is simple, either rN = (0)
f\j %or N = rN. But since N is G-ergodic, if N = rN, 
then rN is G-ergodic. In either case, rN is contained 
in Mg, i.e., rn is in Mg. Thus P^(rn) = 0.
Corollary 2.8: Let G be linearly reductive and M a
compatible G and R^-module. Then M^ and Mg are both 
R^-modules.
Proof : By (2.7) Pj^:M ^ M^ is an Bp-module morphism.
Now M^ is the image of P̂  ̂and Mg the kernel of
Pjj. Hence, M^ and Mg are R^-modules.
We use the next lemma in the following theorem, which 
gives conditions for to be a finite and projective
R -module.
Lemma 2.9: Let G be linearly reductive and M and N
G-ergodic modules. Then M©N is G-ergodic where 
g(m + n) = g(m) + g(n) for m in M, n in N, and 
g in G.
Proof : Suppose that m + n is in (M©N) . Then 
m + n = g(m) + g(n) for all g in G. By the G-module 
structure of M and N and direct sum.
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m = g(m) and n = g(n)
Q
for ail g in G. This means that m is in M = (0)
Q
and n is in N = (0), i.e., m + n = 0.
Theorem 2.10: Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S
over R as in the Reductive Case.
a. If there is a finite group F contained in the
automorphisms of with (S*^)^ = R^, then 8^ is a
finite R -module.
b. If R-S^ is a finite R-module, then is a
Q
finite R -module.
c. If R-S is a finite and projective R-module, 
then S is a finite and projective R -module.
b. Suppose in addition that 8 is a strongly sepa-
G Grable R-algebra. If S is a separable R -algebra,
then S^ is a strongly separable R^-algebra.
Proof : (a) Since S is a finitely generated k-algebra,
Q
we apply (2.5) to find that S is a finitely generated
k-algebra. And hence, 8 is a finitely generated 
R^-algebra. Since F is finite and (S^)^ = R^, S^ 
is integral over R^. But S^ being integral and finitely 
generated over R*̂  implies that S^ is a finite R^-module
p
(b) Since R-S is a finite R-module,
R'S^ = Rx. where we may assume that the x. are ini=l 1 ^
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S^. Let s be in S^. Then
s =
= Z r X . + E r ' X .1 1  1 1
= Erlx.,
Q
where are in R, r% = r^ + are in R , and
r|' are in R^. The last equality follows since S is a
compatible G and R -module: we apply (2.8) to get
Erlx. in and Er!'x. in S^. But1 1  1 1
8 = Er.x. + Er!'X .1 1  1 1
and S = S^®Sq , whence “ 0- Hence, is gener­
ated as an R^-module by {x.,...,x^}.
Q
(c) Suppose that R-S is a finite and projective
R-module. Then as in (b) R-S^ = E^_^RXj^ where the x^
Gare in S . Define








for all g in G.
Q
Now R-S a projective R-module implies that the
following exact sequence of R-modules splits:
0 -»■ N ^ R(°) ® R-S^ ^ 0
where N = kernel(6). Hence, R^”  ̂ = N@R-8^ as R-modules.
Since N is the kernel of a G-morphism, N is not only an




= n S N q0S^©(R-S^)^.
= (n S s^^0(Nç.0(R-S^)q )
G G G Gas R -modules since N , S , N^, and (R-S are









(d) Suppose that S is a strongly separable 
R-algebra and that S is a separable R -algebra. By
(1.2) R'S^ is a strongly separable R-algebra. In 
particular, R'S is a finite and projective R-module.
By (c) S is a finite and projective R -module. Hence, 
S^ is a strongly separable Rp-algebra.
Since G is linearly reductive, applying (2.8), 
we have that R ^ R and S ->• S are split monomorphisms 
as R^ and S^-modules respectively. If 8 is a strongly 
separable R-algebra, then R S is a split R-monomor- 
phism [DI, 4.2, P.56]. In the case that we have a linearly 
reductive finite group T with S^ = R and (S^)^ = R^, 
then R^ = (S^)^ S^ is a split R^-monomorphism. We 
need the next result [F, J.6, P.157].
(2.11) Let T be any commutative R -algebra. Then G
operates by T-algebra automorphisms on R0 qT and the
R
action is rational. Moreover,
(R0 pT)^ = T.
R^
Let T be an R^-algebra. Then S^0 pT is an
R^
S^-algebra. By (2.11), replacing R with S and T
p
with S 0 pT, we find that G acts rationally on 
R^
38
S0 p(S^0 pT) = 80 pT and (80 _Tp = (80 .(8^0 „T))*^ 
8 R R R 8^ R^
= 8^0 pT.
RÜ





we may "tensor" to get a new G-diagram:
80 „T 
R^




For 8, R<=̂  8, and R ^ ^  R are all split R^-mono-
morphisms; hence, 8^0T is contained in 80T, R0T in S0T, 
and T in R0T. But since
T = (R0T)^ C (80T)G = 8^0T,
we have that T is contained in S^0T. 8o, for instance, 
we can take T = R /m where m is in Max(R ) and reduce
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to a G-diagram with R a field.
We now examine a major theorem of this chapter. As 
we noted in (1.2), R-S plays an important role regarding 
the separability of S as an R -algebra. In fact, in the 
Reductive Case the separability of as an R^-algebra
Q
is completely determined by R'S ,
Theorem 2.12: Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S over
R in the Reductive Case with S a strongly separable 
R-algebra. Then S is a strongly separable R -algebra 
if and only if S is a projective R-S^-module.
Proof : If 8^ is a strongly separable R^-algebra, then
Q
by (1.2) 8 is a projective R-S -module.
Conversely, assume that 8 is a projective R-S^- 
module. Hence, since 8 is a strongly separable R-alge- 
bra, R-S is a strongly separable R-algebra [DI, 2.4, P.94] 
By (1.5)
nilrad(R'S^) = nilrad(R)R-8^ = nilrad(R)8^
since nilrad(R) is an R-module. Since nilpotents map 
to nilpotents via automorphisms, nilrad(R) is a rational 
G-module. Hence,
nilrad(R) = (nilradR))^ ® (nilrad(R))^





Note that nilrad(R^)S^ is contained in and since
Sq  is an S -module, (nilrad(R))^,S is contained in 8^.
Therefore,
nilrad(S^) = nilrad(R-S^) O  
= nilrad(R^)s‘̂.
Q




Note that R-S^0R*^/m is a strongly separable R0R^/m-alge- 
bra [DI, 1.11, P.46], and R-S^0R^/m = (R0R^/m) 0 (S^GR^/m) 
By the above
nilrad(s‘̂ 0R^/m) = nilrad(R^/m) (R-S^GR^/m)
= 0.
Since R 8^0R^/m is a finite R-module, by (2.10b)
S^0R*^/m is a finite R^/m-module. By (2.5) R a finitely 
generated k-algebra and G linearly reductive implies
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Q
that R is a finitely generated k-algebra. Hence, by 
the Nullstellensatz R^/m = k, an algebraically closed 
fiela. This means that we have S^®R*^/m a reduced, i ini te 
dimensional R /m vector space with R /m algebraically 
closed. Thus S^0R^/m is a separable R^/m-algebra 
[DI, 2.5, P.50]. Hence, with this happening for each m 
in Max(R^), is a separable R^-algebra [DI , 71., P. 72]
And by (2.10d) 8^ is a strongly separable R^-algebra.
Remark 2.13: Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S over
R as in the Reductive Case with S a strongly separable 
R-algebra. If R c 8 , then 8 is a strongly separable 
R = R^-algebra. Note that in this case 8 is a strongly
p
separable 8 -algebra. Hence, by [VZ' , 1.3] since R 
has only finitely many idempotents, G is finite. 8o if 
G is infinite, this setting cannot happen.
Proof : Since R c 8^, R = R^. Note that 8^ is a finite 
R-module. For if {x^,...,x^l generates 8 as an R-module, 
then for s in 8
s =
= Er.x! + r.x!'1 1  1 1
= Er.x:
with r. in R, x ! + x!' = x., x! in 8 , and x!'1 1 1 1 1 1
in 8g. The last equality follows since Er^x^ is in 8^
and Er%x4' is in 8^ by (2.8). Hence, 8^ is generated
as an R-module by {x^,...,x^}.
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Now S0R/m is a separable extension of the field R/m = k. 
Hence, S0R/m is reduced, and so S*^0R/m is reduced and 
a finite extension of the algebraically closed field R/m = k 
Thus s'^0R/m is a separable R/m-algebra. Since S^ is 
a finite R-module, S^ is a separable R-algebra, and by 
(2.10d) S^ is a strongly separable R-algebra.
Theorem 2.14: Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S
over R as in the Reductive Case and S is a strongly
p
separable R-algebra. If G is finite and R/mR = R0 pR /m
R^
is reduced for all m in Max(R ), then S is a strongly
Q
separable R -algebra.
Proof : Since G is finite, S is integral over 8^ and
Q
R is integral over R . Hence, with S and R finitely
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generated S and R -algebras respectively, S is a 
finite S -module and R is a finite R -module. Lot m 
be in Max(R^) and reduce to the following diagram;
G
R0S %  pR^/m
R^ ,R'
bP  / m = k .
Since R0R^/m is reduced and finite over the algebraically 
closed field R^/m = k, R0R^/m is a separable R^/m-alge- 
bra. Hence, R is a separable Rp-algebra and with G
Q
finite, a strongly separable R -algebra [K]. This implies
Q
that S is a strongly separable R -algebra. But
B p c  S ^ C  S. So 8 is a separable S^-algebra. But again
Q
G is finite; and so 8 is a strongly separable S -alge­
bra. Therefore, S is a strongly separable R -algebra.
Theorem 2.15: Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S
over R as in the Reductive Case with 8 a strongly
separable R-algebra and a finite group F con-
rtained in the automorphisms of 8 such that S = R and
p
(8^) = R^. If for each m in Max(R^), R/mR = R0 pR^/m
G r ^is reduced, then 8 is a strongly separable R'^-algebra.
Proof : By (2.10a) 8^ is a finite R^-module. Let m
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Q
be in Max(R ) and reduce to the following G-diagram:
S0 „R^/m 
R^
S^0 rR^/m R0 „R^/mpf ^  RG
R^/m.
Since S0R^/m is a strongly separable R0R%i-algebra, ap­
plying (1.5) we find that
nilrad(S0R^/m) = nilrad(R0R^/m)(S0R*^/m) = 0.
Hence, S 0R /m is reduced and finite over the algebraically
closed field R^/m. Thus S^0R^/m is a separable R^/rn-al-
G Ggebra. Since this is true for all m in Max(R ) and S 
is a finite R^-module, S^ is a separable R^-algebra 
[DI, 7.1, P.72], and by (2,10d) S^ is also a finite and 
projective RG-module.
Note that in (21.4) and (2.15) we could reduce to 
the case in which sG had no non-zero nilpotents. But we 
needed either G finite or a T to insure that S^ was a 
finite R -module.
Q




Theorem 2.16: Suppose that we have a G-diagram of S
over R as in the Reductive Case and S is a Galois ex­
tension of R with group T such that (S^)^ = R^.
Then is a Galois extension of R^ with group r|
if and only if R-S is a Galois extension of R with 
group r|R'S^.
Proof : If S^ is a Galois extension of R^, by (1.2)
Q
R-S is a Galois extension of R.
Q
Conversely, assume that R'S is a Galois extension
of R with group F|r -S . Hence,
I: R.S^0j^R-S^ C(r|R-S^, R'S^)
by
a ( a0b )(y ) = a-Y(b)
is an isomorphism. Since (S^)^ = R*̂ , by (1.1) we need
only show that I': S^0 pS^ -»■ C(r[S^, S^) defined by
I T
£'(a0b)(Y) = ay(b) is surjective. Note that we have the 
following commutative diagram:
R-S^0j^R-S^     ̂C(rjR-S^, R-S^)
î “ , J  '
S^Q pS^ ----- — -----> C(r|sG, 8^)
where a(a0 gb) = a0^b and j is the inclusion. Let f 
R
be in C(rlS^, S^). Since & is surjective,
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f = î,(Er^s^0t^) where we may assume that the are in
R and the s^,t^ are in S^; for
f = £(Ex^0y^), for and y^ in S,
= £(Er 1 s . 0 r ' t . ) , for r! and r 1 ' in R,1 1 1 1 ' ^ ’ 1 1
= £ ( Er . s . 0 t . ) j for r. = r'.r!' .' 1 1 1^' 1 1 1
Hence, for eacn y in F,
f(Y) = £(Er\s^0t^)(y) 
= Er^s^y(t^)
= Er|s^y(t^) + r**s^y(t^)
where r* + r** = r , r* is in R , and r** is in R„.i i i i i ^
But s^Y(t^) is in S^, and so by (2.8) Erf*s^Y(t^) is
in Sq . But f(y) is in S^. Hence, Erf*s^Y(t^) = 0,
and f(Y) = Er*s.Y(t.). This means that 1 1 1
f = £'(Er|s^0t^),
i.e,. £' is surjective.
Corollary 2.17: Let the setting be as in (2.16). If
F|R-S^ = r, then 8^ is a Galois extension of R^ with 
group r if and only if 8 is invariantly generated over R. 
Proof : If 8 is invariantly generated over R, then the
corollary follows from (2.16).
Conversely, if 8^ is a Galois extension of R^, we 
apply (1.11) to get that 8 = R*8^.
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Corollary 2.18: Let the setting be as in (2.16). Also, 
assume that S has no idempotents but 0,1. Then S
is a Galois extension of with group r [ if and only
if S is a projective R*S -module.
Proof : If is a Galois extension of R*̂ , then is
a strongly separable R -algebra. By (1.2) S is a pro­
jective R*S^-module.
Q
Conversely, if S is a projective R-S -module, then
is a strongly separable R^-algebra by (2.12). But 
with (S^)^ = R^ and having no non-trivial idempotents,
8^ is a Galois extension of R^ with group r|S^\
Note that in the setting of (2.18) that R-S^ is
a Galois extension of R if and only if S is a projective 
R-S^-module by (2.16). Also, in (1.22) the conditions
Q
of the Reductive Case were satisfied; hence, S a Galois
Q
extension of R does not imply that 8 is a Galois ex­
tension of R. We now end the chapter with an example in 
which 8 is a Galois extension of R, yet 8 is a finite
R -module but not a separable R -algebra. But first a
lemma :
Lemma 2.19 : Le t
R = k[Xĵ  ,X2 , 1/x., J = k[Xi,Xg,Xq]/< x^x^-1
and
1/m m8 = k[x^,X2 ,l/x^ ] = R[y]/< y - x^ > ,
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where m is even and relatively prime to the characteristic 
of k which may not be 2. Then S is a Galois extension 
of R.
Proof : Since k is algebraically closed, k contains all
its m^^ roots of unity. Let Ç be a primitive m^^ root 
of unity. Then
I 1/m i 1/mr = {Oq ,. . . ) = S )
is a finite group of automorphisms of S. Since T fixes
x^, x^, and 1/x^ but does not fix (  ̂ for i = 0,...,m-l,
r 1/mŜ  = R. Let y = x^ . Then
,m-lnCVm'y^)o.(y = 5 .1=0 J i’
since 1 - - 1)(1 + ^^ + ... + = 0
with - 1 ^ 0, which implies, if j ^ 0, that
0 = 1 + + . . . +
=  ^ i = o ^ i / m - y ^ ) ( c ' j ( y “ ^ )  ) •
And if j = 0, then




Note by Maschke's Theorem [CR, P.41] since the order 
of r is m which is relatively prime to the characteristic 
of k, that r is linearly reductive.
Now for the example:
(2.20) Let R,S, and T be as in (2.19); and let 
G = GL^(k) = k*, the units of k. G is linearly reductive 
[F, 5.24, P.172]. Define the action of G on S by
llt(x^) = t x^,
^2t(Xg) = t Xg,
for t in G where l^,lg > 0 and mlg divides 1^.
Note that
t(l/x^) = t (1/x^)
and
1/m 1 / mt(x^ ) = t x^
Since the action of G is linear, S is a rational G-module,
An arbitrary element of R looks like
 ̂ Z K a x^xj(l/x )k = E % Z a
i,j,k>0 ijk 1 2 1 i,j,k>0 ijk 1 2
(*) = Z Z b x\xJ
j>0,i ij 1 2
Thus if t is in G, then
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i j  i jt(Z Z b x x ) = Z  E b  t x t  X 
j>0,i ij 1 2 j>0,i ij 1 2
ili+jlo i i= Z E b t  ̂ ^x xJ 
j>0,i ij 1 2
Hence, (*) is in R*̂  if and only if il^+jlg = 0. So
= {E E b x^xjI il + jl = 0 }  
j>0,i ij 1 2 1 2
i -ilf/l,= {E c X X }
i<0 i 1 2
= {E c (X ^/x 
i<0 i 2 1
li/lo i{E c  ( X  ^ / x  ) } .
i>0 -i 2 1
An arbitrary element of S looks like
Z E E E a x^xj(l/x )k(xl/™)S = E E E Z a  x̂ '̂ x̂"̂  ( 
i,j,k,s>0 ijks 1 2  1 1 i,j,k,s>0 ijks 1 2  1
= E E E Z a
i,j,k,s>0 ijks 1 2
(**) = Z Zb (x^Z'^)^x'^ .
j>0,i ij 1 2
hence, (**) is in 8^ if and only if ^l^/mj+jlg = 0. So
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= {E E b |(il,/m)+jl„ = 0}
j>0,i ij 1 2 ^
= {Z c
K O  i l  2
= (Z c
i>0 -i 2 1
l - i / ^ o  1 / n iLet z = Xg /x^ and w = Xg /x^' . Then z = wm
or w = z^/™\ Thus we may think of = k[z] and
= kCz.z^/™*] = R^[w]/< w^-z >. But m is a unit and z is 
not a unit in S*̂ , hence, is not a separable R^-algebra
[W, 1.8] and [J, 2.2].
From (2.12) we know that the example must fail
Q
because R-S is "bad" in this case:
R'S^ = (k[x^, X2 ,1/x^] ) (k[x2 ^ ^/x^,X2 ^ ^/x '̂̂ '̂ ]
= kLx^,X2,l/x^,X2^
= RLwj/< w'" -X2 ^ ^/x^ >.
r li/loAnd m is a unit in R-S but X2 /x^ is not. Hence, 
R-8^ is not a separable R-algebra, and S is not a pro-
pjective R-S -module.
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